Supplementary Figure 1
Heatmaps of Michigan cohort microarray data. Normalized log2 expression data were normalized per probe to give a mean of 0, and standard deviation of 1 for each gene.
Normalized data were clustered by row and column using Euclidean distance and Ward's linkage. Samples are colored according to pathotype assignment (green = Fibroid; purple = Myeloid; red = Lymphoid). A Genes significantly different (higher or lower) in lymphoid samples compared to myeloid and fibroid samples. B Genes significantly different (higher or lower) in myeloid samples compared to lymphoid and fibroid samples. C Genes significantly different (higher or lower) in fibroid samples compared to myeloid and lymphoid samples. Genes were considered significant differentially expressed if they had an adjusted p-value < 0.01. In total 2749 lymphoid-associated, 202 myeloid associated and 1524-fibroid associated genes were identified.
Supplementary Figure 2
Plot of concordance between the NanoString and RNA-sequencing gene expression in the PEAC cohort data. The overall Spearman rho=0.85 between the two measurements. Individual patients are colored based on gene pathotype assignments (red = lymphoid, purple = myeloid, green = fibroid, back = additional biology).
Supplementary Figure 3
A. Representative images of pauciimmune-fibroid, myeloid and grade 1-3 synovial lymphoid aggregates stained with H&E (top) or for CD20 (bottom) at 10x magnification. B. Lymphoid, myeloid and pauciimmune-fibroid eigengene scores plotted against synovial aggregational scores (G1, G2, G3 = grade 1, 2 and 3 aggregates respectively). Stars represent statistical significance as determined by linear regression across groups: *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01, ***=p<0.001, n.s. = not significant. C. Eigengene scores plotted against histology markers for CD3, CD20 and CD68 (SL). Statistical significance determined by linear regression. and a more regularized model for which the binomial deviance error is within one standard error of the minimum binomial deviance (λ 1se ). λ min was selected, corresponding to nine non-zero coefficients in the final model.
